
� The blog should focus on reflections, ideas and innovations instead of activities undertaken.
� The blog should have a title that specifies the main blog idea.
� The length of the blog should be between 800 to 1000 words.
� The blog should utilize headings, subheadings, lists, and bullets as appropriate to ensure
flow.
� The blog should include a summary paragraph that can be used in the campaign newsletter
and website to promote the blog.
� Visuals, including pictures, figures, graphs, charts and short videos accompanying the blog
are welcome. 

Provide appropriate copyright as applicable.  � Author(s) should cite any sources used in the
preparation of their submissions.
� Author(s) should use quotation marks for direct quotes.
� Author(s) should Include his/her/their full name(s) and title, including Twitter handle(s) or
other social media profile if available.
� Author(s) should enclose an electronic photo of him/her/them, high-resolution visuals (in
PNG or JPEG formats).

        

Copyright

Our goal is to create a repository of Insights on how to strengthen advocacy in Africa.  Anyone
can write an article for the campaign. Whether you are an evaluator, a program person,
consultant, or an expert in the field of advocacy and have been working on African issues for the
last decade, you can write us a blog, both as an organization or as an individual. Multiple co-
authors may also develop a blog in a participatory manner. The article will then be published on
the Evidence4Advocacy campaign page, but most importantly will feature in the annual
advocacy magazine. Though the article will go through our editorial process, the content is the
responsibility of the author(s) and does not necessarily reflect the views of Evidence4Advocacy
campaign partners.  Please express you interest submit your article when you can. For any
questions contact our team at any time.

Evidence4Advocacy
Article Submission

Guidelines

Submission details

English language is the main language of the blog, however, the blog is open to other
languages. Publication is pending the availability of volunteer translators. The blog author(s) will
work together with the Evidence4Advocacy editorial team to ensure the blog is ready for
publication. Our Editorial Team reserves the right to edit your post, including grammar, spelling
and formatting.

Editorial process


